BE A PART OF CFMEE ACADEMY
CURIE FOUNDATION FAMILY
Enquiry with CFMEE

Day 1
Meeting the Representative

Day 5
Finalizing your academy location

Day 20
Agreement signing

Day 25
Setup of Academy & Training

Day 45
Launch of CFMEE-Curie Foundation

Day 60

PRE-LAUNCH SUPPORT


Site identification & evaluation



Legal documentation



Agreements



Market Survey guidance

LAUNCH SUPPORT


Blue Book - Infrastructure Designs/Floor Plan



Recruitment of coordinator



Facilitate the marketing and admissions process



HR Support - Recruitment & Appraisals Retention



IT Support and Student Essentials

POST-LAUNCH SUPPORT


Training



Marketing support



Enrolment support



Operational Support



Third Party Classes

FAQ'S
Will you manage the Academy after the setup?
The CFMEE team will be involved in helping you to set up the Institute, once the
Academy is setup we would have a team of Key Managers who will help you in
certain activities.

What will the Academy be named as?
The Academy will be under the banner of CURIE FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL
SCIENCE-CFMEE ACADEMY.

What will be the returns from the CURIE FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL
SCIENCE-CFMEE ACADEMY?
Based on the location the Sales Manager can suggest a ROI for that location

How much time will be needed to setup the Academy?
Typically it takes between 60 days to setup for functioning and operations

What kind of equipments you will provide?
For this you would need to speak to our Sales manager who could provide you
with a detailed answer

What are the enrolment seasons for admission?
For this you would need to speak to our Sales manager who could provide you
with a detailed answer

How much royalty and association fees do you charge?
For setting up an EDUCATIONAL Academy you require a min of 6 lakhs and
2000 sqft built up area. CFMEE royalties are 30% on total fees collected.

How are you different from competitors?
Invest in a recession-free high growth skill development sector with CFMEECURIE FOUNDATION

What is the maximum number of students in one class and till
what class?
We have ratio of 1:25 in each class, no of students will determine the no of
teachers needed in each class.

What are the expenses other than the building and furniture?
Other than building and furniture, other expenses are manpower, marketing,
transportation, association fees, necessary legal duties and fees &
administrative costs.

What makes us different?
What gives us an edge over the competition is the fact that we give not just
personalised service to our guests but also offer them skill based quality
global Education –( tried & retried to achieve perfection before being
Implemented ) at very reasonable prices.
Also our students care department talks to the students personally and
takes care of them even if there is the slightest uncomforting feeling in
them. We along with the management tries to satisfy every whim of the
students to make sure that they achieve the All India Rank with
professional knowledge, they always look forward to before coming to
any of our education centres.
COMPETITIVE EXAM COACHING INSTITUTE

CFMEE-CURIE FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL
SCIENCE
FRANCHISE FACTS
INVESTMENT RANGE
AREA REQUIRMENT
AVERAGE ROI
AGREEMENT TERMS

INR 6-35 LACKS
1000-2000 SQ.FT
20-30%
5YRS

BUSINESS DETAILS

Students look for good training Institutes and yours
could be one of them, Tie-up with CFMEE-CURIE
FOUNDATION Now!
Curie Foundation For Medical Science & Engineering Educational Resource
Management (CFMEE) is India’s leading National Professional Medical Training
Academy with pan-India presence and is headquartered at Chennai.


Established in 2006.Over 40 MMC/IIT/IISC Graduates, Doctors and
Scientist form part of the core team at CFMEE. The institute train students
for various competitive exams like NEET, AIIMS, JIPMER, AFMC, IIT-JEE
MAINS/ADVANCE, BITSAT, KVPY-UG, and IIT-JAM-PG.

Potential Franchisee Could be :

















All cash business - No credit , No stress of unsold inventory & wastage
Person looking out to start off on his own or already in his own
business-and with a basic interest in and aptitude for education.
A lot of drive and a burning desire to make it big
Commitment towards quality of the course and interest in the future of
the students
All necessary investments required for advertising and promotion.
What Franchisee gets from CFMEE

A basket of courses so that franchisees safe-guarded against
seasonal and cyclical business UPs and DOWNs
Complete course material with necessary modifications required
from time to time
The right to use the well- known CFMEE brand name
Assistance in establishing the franchise
Complete exposure to our training methodology
Assistance in selecting faculty, provided through a combination
of personal training at all franchisee location. Guidance in
marketing and promoting the courses-based on experience of
almost one decade in the field.
Total commitment to franchisee and students
Getting into education sector business is a golden opportunity
offered by CFMEE grab it now for higher returns on investment in
future.

Thanks & Regards
CFMEE ACADEMY
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
CURIE FOUNDATION
CHENNAI-6000 40
WWW.CURIEFOUNDATION.COM
Email: cfmeecareer@gmail.com

Build a
Profitable
Business with
CFMEE
CURIE
FOUNDATION

